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Science meets Parliament (SmP) is an annual event organised by Science and
Technology Australia (STA), who are an umbrella body representing 58 learned
societies, including the Australian Mathematical Society. SmP has been running
since 1999 and aims to foster interaction between scientists and members of Par-
liament, with the aim of getting as many current parliamentarians as possible
to meet with scientists. We were selected as Australian Mathematical Society
delegates at SmP 2017, held in Canberra, on 21 and 22 March 2017. Mathematics
was further represented by delegates from AMSI, MERGA and SSA, with expert
advice provided by STA Board Member and AMSI director Geoff Prince.

Communication is fundamental in both science and politics. A large proportion
of SmP was dedicated to training on communication and political processes, flag-
ging these as essential skills both for SmP and wider engagement. Alan Finkel, the
Chief Scientist of Australia, succinctly categorised these skills as ‘the four A’s’:
attitude, ambassadors, access routes and ammunition. In essence, he encouraged
us to be good communicators, with an appreciation for what needs to be said and
to whom, and to ensure that what we say is targeted to our audience.

During a panel discussion, journalists suggested that science news needs to grab
attention in the same manner as a video of a giant chicken, which had recently
circulated via social media. It was notable that panel members spent much of their
time looking at their phones, further highlighting the pull of social media. The
declining number of specialist science reporters and growth of social media and
online publishing has fundamentally changed science reporting, making it easier
to share research but harder to gain attention, particularly when news is reduced
to gimmicks. (We’re looking at you, giant chickens of the world.) While maths
has particular challenges in this area, it is only by sharing our research that we
can demonstrate the importance of mathematics. This is not impossible and is
something we must all improve upon.

Merryn McKinnon and Will Grant from the Centre for the Public Awareness
of Science led improvisation exercises designed to develop better communication
skills. Can you explain a mobile phone to a time traveller from the middle ages
without being accused of witchcraft, or would you be burned at the stake? Can
you explain your research in two minutes? One minute? Thirty seconds? Fifteen?
The exercises emphasised that communication is about body language, both yours
and your audience’s, as much as it is about words. Industry representatives fo-
cused on the importance of making and maintaining connections with industry
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and government, with industry engagement looming as an increasingly important
component of research.

SmP also provided opportunities to discuss the future of science in Australia.
Over the Gala Dinner, the Minister for Industry, Innovation and Science, Arthur
Sinodinos, and the Leader of the Opposition, Bill Shorten, participated in a humor-
ous debate (short on humour) outlining their visions for science. Arthur Sinodinos
highlighted the strong levels of collaboration within Australian science but stressed
that there is plenty of room to improve. Bill Shorten commented on women’s par-
ticipation in science by observing that, when women were held back, all of Australia
was held back, which is a message that mathematics must heed particularly. Kim
Carr, the relevant Shadow Minister, later added that commercialisation, a pillar
of the push for better returns from research funding, relies on basic research and
cannot exist without it. In contrast to some of the more grave statements, Alan
Mackay-Sim, 2017 Australian of the Year and medical researcher, provided one
pithy piece of advice: Be optimistic. This applies both to policy and our individual
work.

Meeting politicians is the primary goal of SmP. Each SmP delegate had a formal
meeting scheduled with a Parliamentarian in conjunction with other delegates,
providing a chance to test out the communication skills learnt earlier. Joanne
Hall met with Skye Kakoshe-Moore (Senator for SA), along with Karen Taylor-
Brown (Refraction Media) and Rebecca Vivian (University of Adelaide). They
discussed encouraging high school girls to consider STEM careers and the need for
more high school maths and science teachers. Hayden Tronnolone met with Jason
Wood (Member for La Trobe) along with Melanie Tacey (National Youth Science
Forum) and Chantal Donovan (University of Newcastle/Hunter Medical Research
Institute). They discussed the vital importance of good mathematics and science
education in schools, and how this is of benefit to everyone, not just researchers.
There were also less-formal opportunities to interact with politicians at the Gala
Dinner and the Friends of Science networking drinks.

(Left) Joanne meeting with Skye Kakoshke-Moore and (right) Hayden meeting with
Jason Wood. We both conveniently stood on the left-hand side of our photos next to the
politician we met with.
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A secondary impact of SmP was the chance to talk to other scientists we would not
typically interact with. From these encounters we gained a greater appreciation
of the scope and importance of the research being carried out across Australia,
in universities, government departments and in industry. It was hard not to feel
inspired and proud to be a part of this field. That we had to travel to Canberra
to appreciate research being conducted on our own campuses may be a damning
example of the problems facing scientific communication and collaboration.

This is yet another example of the great importance of science communication.
Scientists have a greater responsibility than ever to advocate on behalf of their
field and to ensure that public policy is informed by sound evidence. As scientists,
we cannot watch on as hard-won ideas, such as the scientific method, are ignored,
or while accepted scientific ideas are dismissed for political expedience. As Kim
Carr noted, science is not above politics, and not engaging in politics could leave
you its victim. Or, as it was put by Anna-Maria Arabia, the incoming CEO of the
Australia Academy of Science, we can be political without politicising our work.

Our research is typically funded by the public with an implied social contract
to provide benefit to Australia. Without this, any demand for improved fund-
ing for science will be rightfully dismissed. As mathematicians, it is tempting
to assume that we are somehow removed from this system; however, by virtue
of our education, we have a responsibility to ensure Australia provides a strong
education in mathematics to all school students, whether they are destined to
become mathematicians or not, and to use our research to inform public policy
whenever possible. While the skills to communicate our research can and must
continue to be learnt, the will to actively engage is something we must all develop
ourselves.

Thanks to AustMS for providing funding towards our attendance at SmP 2017.
We are proud to have been able to represent the maths community. The skills we
gained for communicating research to government and the general public will be
invaluable, while the glimpse into the machinations of Parliament has provided
insight into the role of research in policy. We highly recommend attending future
SmPs to anyone who has the opportunity.




